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YFCAD Developer 

Leading IT solution provider 

YFCAD Software specializes in developing design and sales IT solution for the home furnishing industry. 
After 22-year development, YFCAD has become the priority choice of many furniture and interior design 
companies all over the world.  

● 30+ overseas partners 

● Over 50,000 enterprise users 

● Over 1,000,000 users in more than 100      

     countries 

● 22 years history 



Shangpin Group 

One of the largest customized furniture groups in China 

YFCAD Software is the first company which was built in 1994 of Shangpin group. Right now, we have 5 
subsidiaries in Shangpin group. There are Shangpin, Weyes, Homekoo, Wision Furniture and YFCAD 
Software. Each of them represents the highest level in respective field in China.  



KD Max 

Design service & Production connection 

Efficient Communication Production connection High-quality rendering 

KD Max is a software solution which specializes in room measurement, communication, fast and smart 
design, cutting list and connecting to production. With our cutting-edge technology, a vivid design 
proposal can be generated which includes high-quality rendering, quotation, working drawing, cutting 
list and so on in a short time. Furthermore, production information can be generated at the same time.   



ADVANTAGE 

CUSTOM SERVICE 

WORK FLOW 

Benefits 

KD Max 



New Interface 



New Functions in KD Max V6.0 
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Style Engine 

Material parameter and Refresh 

Wine Rack 

Model Design 

Tiling Function 

Create Ceiling Cornice 

Optimize “Replace” Function 

Undo Function 

Photon Map Raytrace 

Ceiling Height 

Door Painting 

All Base/Wall Unit 

Niche 

Wall Unit Lights 

Optimize “Replace Handle” Function 

Bar Counter 

3D Image Assistant 

Ceiling Block 

VR Maker 

IMeasure 



 
Undo and Redo Function 

KD Max V6.0 InteriCAD T6 

Undo Redo 
Undo Redo 



 
Photon Map Render 

Normal Rendering 

Photon map Rendering 

IScan 



WORK FLOW 

02. Lay out cabinet according to customer’s requirements 01. Finish floor plan in one minute  

03. Output photo-realistic renderings 04. Quotation, working drawing are generated automatically. 



ADVANTAGE 

IT solution of design end to production end 

01. Digital showroom 02. Room measurement 
app and CRM system for 
customer & designer 
management.  

03. Design and communication 04. Production connection 



ADVANTAGE 

Furniture display system --- iScan 

Digital showroom, display your products in different color and texture. 

SB PPT/iScan - kuchnia 1.mp4


ADVANTAGE 

CRM system for customer & designer management --- iMeasure  

Make room measurement easier & more precise. Manage work progress of every case.  

SB PPT/measurement apps conected with laser rangefinder .mp4


ADVANTAGE 

User friendly. Users only need to spend 2 days on learning software’s functions and operations. 

Finish design step by step by following software guidance, you can finish a vivid design in 15 minutes.  



ADVANTAGE 

Massive and comprehensive cabinet, texture and accessories library 

Cabinets and accessories are classified into different catalogs. It’s convenient to select it according to requirements. 



ADVANTAGE 

Different outputs can be generated by one click. 

Photo realistic rendering, working drawing, animation and VR scene 

http://pano.yfway.com/13705


ADVANTAGE 

Quotation will be calculated automatically when you finish design. 

Cabinets, hardware, worktop and other accessories list will be generated automatically.  



CUSTOM SERVICE 
Name, Starting Interface, Icon, Logo, Company information and so on can be customized according to your 
requirements. 



CUSTOM SERVICE 
Software Name 

Software name can be modified 
to your company name. 



CUSTOM SERVICE 
Room templates and Clone scenes: Lighting & material setting can be customized in advance. Users 
only need to select material and lighting from templates or clone scenes, then we will get a vivid 
design in a short time.  



CUSTOM SERVICE 
Door profile and Material:  

Different door styles can be added in library. Furthermore, we can set that 
different door styles are only available for some textures of cabinet units.  
 



CUSTOM SERVICE Cabinet library 

Cabinet library can be exactly the same as your 
product line.  



CUSTOM SERVICE 
Logo, company information, quotation format and quotation rules. 

Logo 

Company information 

Quotation format 

Quotation rules 



CUSTOM SERVICE 
Logo, company information, and working drawing format 

Logo 

Company information 

Working drawing format 



CUSTOM SERVICE 
Production connection 
 
KD Max can generate XML or txt file which can be recognized by ERP system. Once order is 
confirmed with customer in showroom, then factory will receive all the production information 
of the order instantly.  
  



Shorten design working hours of proposal 
 
After customization, all the cabinet units, door styles, handles and other accessories are added 
into KD Max according to your requirement. Designers can save a lot of working hours on 
designing.  

Benefits 



Reduce design & production error rate 
 
All the cabinet units, panels and other accessories are customized according to SB Furniture 
standard such as depth of back panel, available handles and texture of door styles. Designers 
only can select available size and material of products in design.  

Benefits 



Improve communication efficiency 
 
With cutting-edge technology of KD Max, designer can finish the first design in 15 minutes. 
Then modify the design with customers on the spot till them feel satisfied. It will save a lot time 
of negotiation and modification.  

Benefits 



Designer work progress management 
 
Work progress of all designers will be updated instantly in iMeasure center. Manager will know 
exactly the work progress of every case.   

Benefits 



Improve sales amount of single order 
 
We can add other furniture of SB Furniture into KD Max library. All the furniture and 
decorations in design are from SB Furniture. We are not only selling a set of kitchen cabinet. We 
are selling all the furniture and decorations in design.  

Benefits 



USER CASE 



Thank you 


